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An Imperial investigation Unity of Purpose A simple, organised act of faithful service can lead to a chain of events and a dramatic change of course. Sedition of the largest scale The attack on the Imperial world of Alessia is not the first attempt at rebellion on a large scale. A new wave of
seditionist idea has infected an Imperial world. Fortunately, the agents of the Holy Ordos have discovered the trouble before it could spread too far. There is still time to weed out the ringleaders. The Inquisition, the Holy Ordos, sent their best agents to investigate the latest attack on the
Imperial world of Alessia. The investigation consists of a short story and several missions. Upon completing the Assignment, you will be rewarded with a unique cosmetic item. Essential items: As well as the Assignment proper, this file contains the following essential items: - Task Force 90
R55 - map of Alessia - Operation Details - Agent's Info - Tribunal's Divine Might: A new short story introduces the theme of sedition to further destabilize the Imperium. The investigation plays out in the sequel to Inquisitor - Martyr. After successfully completing this investigation, the
Inquisition learns of the scope of the rebel activities and sends a task force to the region to put an end to the conspiracy. The Investigation takes place on the Imperial world of Alessia. Assignment Requirements: - Agent level 12+ - The latest in-game events have taken place before the
Assignment begins. - The Inquisition is aware of the conspiracy on Alessia. - The order of operations is based on time. - Time is "Inquisitor-Mortal" when the report is filed, and "Inquisitor-Martyr" when the report reaches the Inquisition. Sightings: The investigation starts with a report of how
a criminal element (rebel cell) has been operating on the Imperial world of Alessia. The agent (INQUISITOR) has been able to infiltrate their organisation and make the acquaintance of the leader. The rebel leader is a ruthless, callous individual who delights in torturing and killing. He is a
cunning individual and seems to be well-organised. The agent reports to the Inquisition, that the rebel leader considers himself to be a warchief, the ruler of a rebel cell.
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